
Quietly smart 
With a minimum noise level of just 17 dB(A)* your Pure A9 runs so silent you 
will hardly notice it.  Even at maximum speed the noise level is just 49 dB(A)*, 
more silent than your dinner conversation at home. 
*measured 1m away in front of the product

The AirSurround system is designed to reach all corners of the room.
AirSurround system creates a powerful yet smooth spiral movement of the 
indoor air that efficiently circulates and cleans the air up to 4 times faster than 
previous generations. Pure A9 is recommended for room sizes up to 129m2
(based on Swedish regulations of air changes per hour) and 52m2 (US AHAM)

Tailored filtration to meet your needs
Tailor your Pure A9 to your personal needs with our 360 
filters and 5 stages purification. Features HEPA 
filtration, capable of filtering up to 99.5% of airborne 
pollutants as small as 0.3 microns.

Continuous monitoring 
Whether you are home or on the go, monitor and 
optimize your home air quality from the app or sit back 
and let PURE A9 do it for you. Check the job done on a 
given timeframe, get smart summaries or simply adjust 
your preferences. The PURE A9 app is the perfect air 
quality assistant.

Responds to your environment 
The unique PureSense system continuously measures 
indoor and outdoor air quality levels and automatically 
adjusts the air purification rate  so that you come home 
to a healthy indoor environment.

Tailored air purification
The new connected air purifier adapts to changes in your environment. 
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FanSpeed 9
CADRSmoke 620
Nordic_AirCleaner_MaxAreaToServe_
Boverket 129 kvm

MaxAreaServed 52

IncludedFilter BREEZE360 Complete Air filter 
EFDBRZ6

Dimensions HxWxD in mm 725x315x315
Cord length external 2
Weight net cleaner and accessories 
no packaging 8.9

TextileColor Grey
Handle material Leather imitation
AirCleaner_NoisePressureRange 16/18/22/28/32
PowerConsumptionRange 4-41
Product Number Code 950 011 385
Bar code 7332543636587
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